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Abstrat

In this paper we will present Eldi, a mobile robot that has been in daily operation at the Elder

Museum of Siene and Tehnology at Las Palmas de Gran Canaria sine last Deember. This is

an ongoing projet that was organized in three di�erent stages of whih only the �rst one has been

aomplished. The initial phase, termed \The Player", the seond stage, atually under development,

has been alled "The Cierone" and in a �nal phase, termed \The Vagabond", Eldi will be allowed

to move erratially aross the Museum. This paper will fous on the aomplished �rst stage to

suintly desribe the physial robot and the environment and demos developed. Finally we will

summarize some important lessons learnt.

1 Introdution

Last years have revealed Eduation and Entertainment as promising, though demanding, new appliation

senarios for robotis with a great sienti�, eonomi and soial potential [1℄. The interest raised by

produts like Sony's Aibo or the attention deserved by the media to projets as Sage [2℄, Rhino [3℄,

Kismet [4℄ and, more reently, Minerva [5℄ demonstrate the fasination of the general publi for these

new fashion robotis \pets".

In this paper we will present Eldi, a mobile robot that has been in daily operation at the Elder Museum

of Siene and Tehnology at Las Palmas de Gran Canaria sine last Deember. This is an ongoing projet

that was organized in three di�erent stages of whih only the �rst one has been aomplished. The initial

phase, termed \The Player", was devoted to design and build the physial robot, obtain a salable and

extensible software ontrol arhiteture and put all this into operation in a number of shows and demos

that should be o�ered to visitors. The seond stage, atually under development, has been alled "The

Cierone" and aimed at adding better navigational apabilities in the robot suh that it an give tours

through some of the Museum's halls. In a �nal phase, termed \The Vagabond", Eldi will be allowed

to move erratially aross the Museum during its \spare" time (i.e. while not required to give a tour,

attend a show or reharge batteries) and it will be possible for a visitor to demand its attention and

servies through a multimodal interfae (gesture, voie and a touhsreen). This paper will fous on

the aomplished �rst stage to suintly desribe the physial robot and the environment and demos

developed. Finally we will summarize some important lessons learnt.

2 ELDI system anatomy

2.1 Hardware desription

As stated above, the �rst phase of the projet, arried out during 11 months, was devoted to build the

robot and aomplish a �rst level of apabilities. The main goal is to attrat visitors' interest towards

Siene and Tehnology. Physially, the robot's body has two main omponents (see �gure 1). The lower

part integrates a ommerial Nomadi's XR4000 mobile platform that gives the robot its basi mobility

and sensor apabilities. On top of this platform, it integrates a \torso" that hosts a seond proessor,

several radio ommuniation systems that o�er a 802.11 network interfae with o�-board systems and
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Figure 1: Front and side views of Eldi

transmission of olor video and sound from the robot, a touhsreen, loudspeakers and two degree of

freedom head. The robot is equipped with an ative vision system that omprises a pair of Sony EviG21

motorized olor ameras housed in the head, a Direted Pereption pan-tilt that artiulates the nek,

and a PCI frame grabber. Basially, the proessor installed in the mobile platform ontrols the motion,

loalization, obstale avoidane, selets the video input for transmission and power resoures of the whole

system using a digital Port Control Board. It runs under the Linux O.S. The seond \upper" system,

that runs under Windows NT 4.0, ontrols the whole robot and develops all the interation with user

through a number of devies that inlude the vision system. Communiations with o� board systems

are routed through the Linux system. The robot is also apable of reognizing voie ommands from a

number of people.

2.2 Control Systems

Three main subsystems ontrol the robot (Eldi). In the upper body a 350 MHz Pentium II running

NT takes are of vision, ommuniation, interation and high-level robot ontrol. In the base, a miro-

ontroller network manages the power and sensor systems (ultrasonars, infrared, bumpers) at low level,

and a 233 MMX Pentium under Linux is in harge of platform sensor ontrol, obstale avoidane, loal-

ization, and low level motion ontrol.

Several external mahines omplete the system (PC's onneted using a loal net with two segments

being Eldi the net gateway): GameController dual Pentium 350Mhz under NT, BoardController Pentium

300 under W98 and ConaPC Pentium 100 under W95.

Global ontrol is ahieved by means of CAV software arhiteture that provides a sustrat for om-

bining di�erent mahines in an asynhronous manner, whih an exhange signals with parameters. It

models the distributed systems as a DES system, failitating ontrol.

2.3 Sensors

In its upper body, the robot inorporates an ative olor vision system (SONY EVI-G21 and Imaging

PCI frame grabber) mounted on a pantilt by Direted Pereption for olor detetion and traking (faes,

robot games piees), and a 14" SVGA olor touhsreen by ELO Touhsystems for diret interation

with visitors (information, sreen games). A laser beaon is also inluded as part of the loation system

(CONAC).

In its lower body (XR4000 Nomadi Tehnologies), there are miroswithes for door opening detetion

and temperature probes for motor overheating ontrol. The robot base has two rings with 24 sensor

modules with ultrasoni sensors for long range obstale detetion, infrared sensors for short range obstale

detetion and bumpers for ontat detetion (there are additional ontat sensors on doors).

External sensors inlude a pair of olor vision ameras mounted on the eiling of the robot area to

help players and robot loation using a PCI Imaging frame grabber, a wireless mirophone (TOA) for

voie reognition, and laser detetors for loation system.
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Figure 2: Software arhiteture under CAV

2.4 Degrees of freedom

The robot head is mounted on a nek (PTU-Direted Pereption) with 2 degrees of freedom (pan, tilt).

The robot eyes are onstituted by two motorized ameras that ontribute with 2 mehanial degrees of

freedom (pan, tilt) and 2 optial degrees of freedom (zoom, fous).

An holonomi system allows for the movement of the base with 4 wheels driven by 2 motors eah

(wheel rotation and translation).

2.5 Power Systems

A miroontroller based system is in harge of power distribution. The robot has a main battery set with

four 33 Amp�h batteries and an auxiliary battery set with four 18 Amp�h batteries, both sets loated in

the base. Two DC-DC onversors and a devies power ontrol board supply upper body systems from

battery sets.

2.6 Communiation Systems

All the mahines ompose a two segments loal network onneted by means of Wireless network in-

terfae (Luent Tehnologies Wireless IEEE 802.11 interfae in 2.4 GHz using DS) that uses the lower

body as gateway. Internal robot ommuniation systems inlude a 100 MB/s Fast Ethernet linking the

robot's main proessors (upper and lower body) and an Arnet network for information transmission be-

tween miroontrollers and the platform main proessor. External systems are onneted using a lassi

ethernet.

Audiovisual data are transmitted from the robot using the video-audio transmitter (Eagle 2.4 GHz

PAL video and audio transmission).
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3 Funtional desription: CAV in Eldi

A major breakthrough aomplished during this �rst phase has been the software arhiteture and asso-

iated methodology used to ontrol the robot and o�-board systems. The system that ontrols Eldi and

the rest of the installation has been oneived as a set of agents that interat by means of disrete events.

Eldi has been built using an extended version of CAV [6℄, a tool that enormously eases the de�nition and

implementation of distributed systems modeled as disrete event system. It had been used previously

in the design and implementation of ative vision systems to failitate the development and redue the

integration e�ort of suh systems [7℄. CAV allows modeling a roboti system as a set of distributed

asynhronous weakly oupled ative entities or agents [8℄ making tasks in parallel or onurrently, and

interating among them by means of events or signals, in this way the system is viewed from an agent

perspetive, where all agents share the same ontrol and ommuniation shemes. In Eldi, all agents,

both on-board and o�-board, share the same ontrol and ommuniation arhiteture. This fat proved to

be ruial during the integration of the whole system and sets the basis for the extension or modi�ation

of the system aross other phases of the projet.

Along Eldi development CAV proved to be ruial during the integration of the whole system and set

the basis for extension or modi�ation of the system aross future phases of the projet. In �gure 2 are

depited the main CAV agents involved in the urrent phase of projet Eldi, there are other seondary

agents that are their subsidiaries whih are not shown. In the diagram irles are agents, the ylinders

are memory storages, arrows are data ows among agents, bi-diretional arrows implies a protool of

ommand request and response. Funtionally, as it is displayed on the diagram, the dashed ontours,

three di�erent omputer systems are distinguished:

The ROBOT: That physially inludes the mobile platform and TopRobot. The mobile platform whih

is a Nomadi XR4000, ontains also some extra power supply units for some devies (a speaker,

TopRobot, the CONAC emitter and a video transmitter). It is in harge of ontrolling low level

platform movements, video transmission to external mahines, the platform sensors (ultrasonars,

infrared, bumpers, motor temperature sensors and odometry) and the extra power supply units.

TopRobot is the upper part of the robot, that is, the torso and the head.

The GAME CONTROLLER: It is responsible of:

1.- Attending user ommands through speeh reognition (using IBM ViaVoie).

2.- Exeuting agenda ommands.

3.- Controlling the evolution of board games.

4.- Robot and player visual loalization through the external eiling ameras.

The BOARD CONTROLLER: In harge of ontrolling the game board (the Real Board), the video

board (the Virtual Board), and also hosts an agent olleting information about robot loalization

from the CONAC system.

4 Daily ativity

Atually, the daily ativity of the robot yles between a show that is arried out over a baklighted

8x8 glass board where it develops several shows and plays di�erent games as \Treasure searh" against

a human player deteted using vision or interats with a visitor to solve an instane of an 8-puzzle using

vision, or synhronise a horeography ombined with video and game board, and a \rest" period during

whih it reharges batteries and o�ers the publi the opportunity to play di�erent games as mastermind,

hess or four-in-a-line, or learn more about robotis using a multimedia information system. Some of

the available games has been programmed to o�er the opponent explanations of the ations taken by the

robot during the ourse of the game or to even omments that reet the judgement of the robot for

the player's ations. These omments are onstruted using a set of phrase patterns that are randomly

seleted and o�ered via the voie synthesizer available on board. These omments are aompanied by

movements of the head and eyes that trak the fae of the player. Eldi also attends monitor ommands

by voie and interats with users using its Voie-based interfae, i. e., a voie synthesizer (Outloud and

sound ard), gameboard lighting, video projetor and the touh sreen. Eldi an also perform a weak

obstale detetion, semi-automati system heking, produes a multimedia show.
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5 Conlusions

The �rst and perhaps most important lesson learnt from the Eldi projet is that a museum robot must be

oneived as a living being. Shortly after the initial goals had been aomplished, the museum sta� will

probably require the development team to add new apabilities to the robot to allow for new or better

shows or ativities. Indeed, this situation must be onsidered in the light that these \piees" normally

apture a great deal of attention from the visitors and it is not unusual that they end up being onsidered

as the \agship" of the exhibition. A logial onsequene is the sta� demand to onstantly update the

shows or add new apabilities to the robot to renew the interest of the publi and attrat new visits.

Surprisingly, we have observed, as other authors [9℄, that it is the emotional and expressive abilities of

the robot what aptures muh of the people's attention and not its navigational or obstale avoidane

apabilities. Most people do not realize (and do not mind) if the robot is avoiding obstales or not.

People enjoy frequently athing robot attention (ameras) and seeing themselves on videoboard or on

eldi's sreen. In our opinion, a lear indiation, of the type of expetations these type of robots poses on

the general publi.

Another aspet that is intertwined with the aforementioned extensibility is reliability. After the

installation and initial veri�ation of the system by the developers, it will be maintained or at least,

operated on a daily basis by personnel not speialized in these systems. If the system is hard to maintain

or does not assist the maintainer in disovering the ause of a failure, the system may not survive the

�rst problems. Reliability need to be addressed not only during a startup hekouts but speially during

operation. This demands a software ontrol arhiteture that must guarantee the orret operation of

the di�erent parts of the system both hardware and software. These goals have been partially addressed

within this projet assoiating wathdog timers with ommuniation links and light weight veri�ation

daemons with devie ontrollers.

In our opinion, these fats emphasize the importane of a suitable ontrol arhiteture and assoiated

design implementation that must hold the extensibility and easy integration demands of these systems

in partiular and of mobile robotis in general.
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